Blue Box Fans! Want a groovy new way to send your beeps into the pay phone downstairs, with lower distortion, and less risk of being overheard? An induction coupler, Model PC-48, $9.95 each, is available from Trinetics, Inc., 807 W. 3rd St., Mishawaka, Ind. 46544. It slips over the earpiece (that's right) and can also pick up conversations for taping. But keep at least a speaker jack on your box for tuning, because tuning a box over a phone line, even on a local phone call, is definitely not cool.

Credit for the Credit Card Code article inside must be given to you readers, and to the newspapers around the country that are risking their neck printing it up, we say thanx. Which again proves if we contribute to each other, we all benefit.

Keep sending in suggestions for the following:
Corporation ripoffs, establishment fucks, healthful hints, names and addresses of our friends who wish to be known, new services, new outrages, new devices and plans for them.
You're having trouble with finding #14 Brass washers (dime-size) and we know about it. Some stores have them listed as 1/4" I.D., or as 11/16" O.D. washers. Some will refuse to sell to freaks, so have your respectable-looking friends go in and play plumber, or call in orders and then play messenger.

And us results, and all of you do study on where they work, what machines require tape over the hole and stuff like that. We're compiling material for an article on using, making and living on slugs. Get with it!

Dear YIPL,
Here's a suggestion for YIPL readers:
One very good way to obtain extra phones is to get them out of empty apartments from non-phreek friends who have had their phones disconnected but not removed. Here in Gainesville Ma Bell doesn't remove phones from empty apartments until new tenants move in and order their own phones. The servicemen simply take what's there, and if its not there it doesn't matter because Ma Bell doesn't keep good records in Gainesville and probably most other collegetowns where people are moving all the time. G.P., Gainesville, Fla.

Dear YIPL,
......LOVERS LETTER is a monthly publication offering practical, realistic advice for men on the art of love. LOVERS LETTER tells where to find girls, how to approach them and how to make them like you. We also give frank advice on how to establish satisfying love/sex relationships. A subscription is $10/yr. LL Publishing Co., Box 5834-H, Bethesda, Md. 20014.
-YIPL readers-- We checked this out and if its in your pipe it ain't too bad. If you want, free further details are available on how to sell subscriptions.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
There is a credit card system used by the phone company called the Code Billing system. A sample number is 014-5742-019. The first number must be 0 or 1, and the last three numbers must be between 001-499. Say to the operator "Code billing operator. My number is .......If they ask what company it is, make one up, or hang up. Of course, call from a booth. This is under test now, so let us know what happens............
Dear R.L.P.-

I just tried to make a long distance call from a public telephone to order Mexican 10 centavo pieces—which work in pay phones a quarters. I was just about to dial the number and insert the few 10 centavo pieces I had left when I noticed that the dial had been ripped off. I have not commented on public issues in a long time but I believe that people who rip dials off pay phones are hurting their brothers and sisters more than the telephone company.

Your truly

[Signature]

---

**1972 CREDIT CARD CODE**

**PREFIX**

**EXAMPLE - 777-3311 02/81 (ITT, NEW YORK CITY)**

The New 1972 Credit Card Code is the same old shit. However, instead of the 8th digit being used to determine the code letter, it is now the 4th. And the ten code letters are different. Take note and pass the word along to friends, university billboards, local newspapers, and ask your students to write into their schools announcements. This is, of course, to discourage any degenerates who would attempt to rip off Ma Bell. They will realize that when they do it, everybody will be doing it, and it won't be fun.

1 - Z
2 - J
3 - Q
4 - O
5 - N
6 - M
7 - U
8 - N
9 - D
0 - 0

---

**1972 CREDIT CARD CODE**

Dear Y.I.P.L.:

Here's 3 bucks—all we can afford now but enough to ask you to please start sending our issues in covered envelopes; we're getting a few basic and unnecessarily large amounts of the town—P.O. workers are buddies to cops, and we think a few dollars for you will help.

From Chicago Tribune, Feb. 27, 1972

---

I just tried to make a long distance call from a public telephone to order Mexican 10 centavo pieces—which work in pay phones a quarters. I was just about to dial the number and insert the few 10 centavo pieces I had left when I noticed that the dial had been ripped off. I have not commented on public issues in a long time but I believe that people who rip dials off pay phones are hurting their brothers and sisters more than the telephone company.

Your truly

[Signature]
For those of you who can't take it any longer and are planning on moving to Canada, you might be interested to know that there are a goodly number of YIPLs there already. You might also want to get a copy of The Canadian Whole Earth Almanac, 341 Bloor St. West, Room 208, Toronto, Canada for the sum of $3, or a year's subscription for $9. Community Television work is being done in Canada by Videotech, 111 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ontario. Write them.

Various readers have been suggesting that we discover a way to let phone phreeks contact each other. To some, printing names and phone numbers is not too cool. However, to some, receiving YIPL is not too cool. We want to hear more from you as to suggestions for ways to do it, or if you think we should just print a list of people who want to be printed.

When writing to us, never place the stamp 1 1/2 inches too low or it won't be postmarked. We can't do that. Why, just think what that would mean. The post office would lose income, and we would no longer be able to afford to build bombs and defoliants and RAID. Not only that, but our elder statesmen would start to make statements to the press about yippies and ripper-offers. Furthermore, the post office would be forced to stop using the dumb machines to postmark letters and to handcancel instead, thus forcing the hiring of twelve million workers and ending unemployment in this country, which would in turn cut down profits to the nice folks who brought you Attica and Hiroshima. No, we can't have that happen. So be good little automatons and put the stamp right up in the corner there, where Robby the Robot and his pal Dicky can put their good seal of approval on it.

We'll be back sometime in the near future with an article you will find well worth waiting for, we hope. Till then... A subscription to YIPL is $2/yr, and back issues are 50¢ each. We will give you a free subscription if you really cannot afford it, and that's why we cost what we do. If you can afford it, send us bread and stamps, please. YIPL, Room 504, 152 W. 42 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10036, and don't send cash!
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"Help! Help! I'm out of order!"